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Abstract. TheGrundynumber of a graph is themaximal number of colors
attained by a first-fit coloring of the graph. The class of Cameron graphs
is the Seidel switching class of cographs. In this paper we show that the
Grundy number is computable in polynomial time for Cameron graphs.
1 Introduction
A proper coloring of a graph is a partition of its vertices into independent sets.
We refer to the sets in the partition as color classes, or simply as colors. The
chromatic number of a graph G, denoted as χ(G), is the minimal number of
colors used in a proper coloring.
Definition 1. Let {C1, . . . ,Ck} be the color classes of a proper coloring of G. The col-
oring is a first-fit coloring if each vertex in color class Cj has at least one neighbor in
every color class Ci with i < j.
The maximal number of color classes in a first-fit coloring is called the Grundy
number of G. We denote the Grundy number as Γ(G). Notice that, if C1, . . . ,Ck
are the color classes of a first-fit coloring, then for each i, Ci is a maximal inde-
pendent set in the subgraph induced by
k⋃
j=i
Cj.
This property characterizes first-fit colorings.
A graph is a cograph if it has no induced P4, that is a path with four ver-
tices. Cographs are the graphs that are closed under unions and joins. It is easily
seen that in every cograph, every maximal independent set meets every maxi-
mal clique. This property characterizes the class of cographs. By means of this
characterization, Christen and Selkow prove the following theorem. We give a
different proof.
Theorem 1. When G is a cograph,
Γ(G) = ω(G) = χ(G).
Proof. LetG be a cograph. If G is the union of two smaller cographs, G1 andG2,
then
Γ(G) = max { Γ(G1), Γ(G2) }. (1)
Assume that G is the join of two smaller cographs, G1 and G2. Then any inde-
pendent set has vertices only in one of the two graph G1 or G2. It follows that
Γ(G) = Γ(G1) + Γ(G2). (2)
Notice that the clique number, and also the chromatic number, of G, satisfy re-
currences similar to (1) and (2). Since the above exhausts all alternatives, this
proves the theorem. ⊓⊔
Definition 2. LetG be a graph and let S ⊆ V(G) be a subset of vertices ofG. The Seidel
switch with respect to S is the graph obtained from G by complementing the adjacencies
and nonadjacencies of pairs with one element in S and the other in V \ S.
The interest in the Seidel switch grew out of the observation that the spectrum,
that is, the multiset of eigenvalues of the {0,−1, 1}-adjacencymatrix remains the
same under switching.
Definition 3. A graph is Cameron if it is obtained from a cograph by a Seidel switch.
The Cameron graphs are perfect. They are characterized by a finite set of for-
bidden induced subgraphs, namely the switching class of C5, that is, the C5, the
bull, gem and co-gem. Another characterization states that a graph is Cameron
if switching with respect to the neighborhood of a vertex produces a cograph
(with the chosen vertex as an isolated vertex). That follows easily from the fact
that the gem and cogem are forbidden, namely, this implies that for each ver-
tex the neighborhood and nonneighborhood induce cographs. The observation
above, together with the linear-time recognition of cographs obtained by, eg,
Corneil, Perl and Stewart, yields an O(n2) recognition algorithm of Cameron
graphs.
Corollary 1. Cameron graphs are recognizable in O(n2) time.
Like cographs, Cameron graphs form a self-complementary class of graphs.
Notice that C6 and P5, but not P6, C5 nor any cycle longer than C6, are Cameron
graphs. The Grundy numbers of C6, P4 and P5 are 3 so, Theorem 1 is no longer
true for Cameron graphs.
Cographs are characterized by the property that every induced subgraph
with at least twovertices has a twin, that is, amodulewith twovertices. Cameron
graphs satisfy a similar characterization. Define an anti-twin as a pair of vertices
x and y such that every other vertex is adjacent to exactly one of the two.
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Fig. 1. A C5, bull, gem and cogem
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Fig. 2. Grundy coloring of P4, P5 and C6
Theorem 2. A graph is Cameron if and only if every induced subgraph with at least
two vertices has a twin or an anti-twin.
Some remarks on two-graphs A two-graph is a pair (X,∆) where X is a set
and ∆ is a collection of 3-subsets of X with the property that every 4-subset of
X contains an even number of 3-subsets that are in ∆. For example, when G
is a graph with vertex set X, then the collection of triples ∆ that have an odd
number of edges between them (called the ‘odd triples’) defines a two-graph
(X,∆). When two graphs are Seidel switching-equivalent then they yield the
same two-graph and, conversely, every two-graph corresponds uniquely to a
Seidel switching class of graphs.
Consider the triples in C5 with an odd number of edges. Cameron calls this
two-graph the pentagon. He characterizes the two-graphs that do not contain
the pentagon as an induced substructure as follows. Consider a tree T , without
vertices of degree two, and let X be the set of leaves of T . Since T is bipartite and
connected, it has a unique two-coloring. Call the colors in a two-coloring black
and white. Let a set of leaves {x,y, z} be a triple of ∆ if the paths connecting
the three meet in a black vertex. Then (X,∆) is a two-graph and the two-graphs
obtained in this manner are exactly the two-graphs without the pentagon as an
induced substructure.
In the samepapers, Cameron characterizes, and counts, also the two-graphs that
don’t have a pentagon nor a hexagon as an induced substructure.
2 Cameron graphs
The following characterization is readily checked.
Theorem 3. Agraph is Cameron if and only if there exists a coloring of the vertices with
colors black and white such that the set of vertices of every nontrivial induced subgraph
has a partition into two sets such that all crossing adjacencies are between vertices of the
same color or between vertices of opposite colors.
When a Cameron graph is obtained from a cograph via the switching with re-
spect to a set S, then coloring all vertices of S white and the remaining vertices
black, satisfies the property mentioned in the theorem. For example, let G is a
Cameron graph and let x be any vertex of G. Color the vertices of N(x), that is,
the neighborhood of x, white, and the remaining vertices black. If we switch the
graph with respect to the white vertices, we obtain a cograph H in which x is
an isolated vertex. Since H is a cograph it has a binary, rooted decomposition
tree, called a cotree. Each leaf of the tree corresponds uniquely to a vertex of the
graph. Each internal node (including the root) of this tree is labeled as a join
node or a union node. When the node is a join node, each vertex mapped to a
leaf in the left subtree is made adjacent to each vertex that is mapped to a leaf in
the right subtree. When an internal node of the decomposition tree is labeled as
a union node, then no vertex of the left subtree is adjacent to any vertex of the
right subtree.
The decomposition tree for the Cameron graph G is the same rooted binary
tree. When an internal node is labeled as a join node for the cograph, then ver-
tices of similar colors in the left and right tree are made adjacent. When an in-
ternal node is labeled as a union node, then exactly those pairs of vertices in the
left and right subtree that have opposite colors are made adjacent. Henceforth,
we refer to the join nodes in the decomposition tree as ‘parallel nodes,’ and to
the union nodes as ‘crossing nodes.’
3 Example
As an example, we present the following real-world problem. In some faraway
country there are N villages, numbered 1, . . . ,N. In village i there are bi boys
and gi girls eligible for marriage. However, albeit a bit archaic, the country’s
law and culture forbids the marriage of girls and boys that are from the same
village. To study population growth, scientists are interested in this question:
what is the minimal number of couples that get married, if we don’t allow any
single boy-and-girl pair from distinct villages.
The Cameron graph G that represents the problem consists of N cliques.
Clique i consists of bi black vertices and gi white vertices. Between any two
cliques i and j we have a parallel connection, that is, all black vertices of clique
i are adjacent to all black vertices of clique j and all white vertices of clique i
are adjacent to all white vertices of clique j. (Only heterosexual marriages are
allowed. Thus, the Cameron graph is cobipartite.)
We are interested in the Grundy number of this Cameron graph. Notice that
each independent set consists either of a single vertex or, of a black and white
vertex from different cliques. The minimal number of pairs that get married is
therefore,
|V(G)|− Γ(G). (3)
It remains to show that we can compute Γ(G) in polynomial time.
Construct the decomposition tree for G; this is a rooted binary tree with the
black andwhite vertices in the leaves. Each internal vertex is labeled as a parallel
node or a crossing node. In this example, we can have a decomposition tree with
one crossing node for each village, that node connects all the boys and girls from
that same village. We may assume that all the other internal nodes are parallel
nodes.
Our method to solve this problem is a dynamic programming on this de-
composition tree. For an internal node t denote the set of vertices mapped to
the leaves in the subtree by Vt. The algorithm computes a boolean function
τ(bt, gt,b
′
t, g
′
t),
which is true if
(i) exactly bt single boys and gt single girls from Vt will, presumably, get
married with boys and girls from V(G)\Vt (they marry in the future), and
(ii) b′t boys and g
′
t girls from Vt stay single altogether.
The computation of the function τ for each village is easy; in the remainder
we consider internal nodes of the decomposition tree such that each village is
either fully contained in the leaves of the left subtree, or it is fully contained in
the leaves of the right subtree, or it has an empty intersection with the leaves in
the subtree.4
We may assume the following principle of optimality; for any node t in the
decomposition tree, either b′t = 0 or g
′
t = 0 or all these boys and girls are from
a single village. For parameters such that this condition cannot be fulfilled, we
let
τ = false.
4 That is, the decomposition tree represents a laminar family of subsets with the villages
as atoms.
Consider an internal node t, and consider a parameter set {bℓ, gℓ,b
′
ℓ, g
′
ℓ} for
the left subtree and a parameter set {br, gr,b
′
r, g
′
r} for the right subtree. We as-
sume that the function τ evaluates as true for the parameters in the left subtree
and for the parameters in the right subtree. The resulting set of parameters
{ b, g, b′, g′ }
for the node t is then valid if there exist numbers α and β such that α boys on
the left get married to α girls on the right and β girls on the left get married to
β boys on the right. Thus, these numbers must satisfy
0 6 α 6 min { bℓ, gr } and 0 6 β 6 min { gℓ, br },
and the resulting set of parameters then equals
1. b = br + bℓ − α− β,
2. g = gr + gℓ − α− β,
3. b′ = b′ℓ + b
′
r and
4. g′ = g′ℓ + g
′
r.
The optimality condition requires that b′ = 0 or g′ = 0 or that these singles
are all from the same village. By the assumption that each village is either fully
contained in a subtree, or disjoint from that subtree, this implies that we must
have
(a) b′ = b′ℓ and g
′ = g′ℓ and b
′
r = g
′
r = 0, or
(b) b′ = b′r and g
′ = g′r and g
′
ℓ = b
′
ℓ = 0, or
(c) b′ = b′ℓ + b
′
r and g
′ = g′ℓ = g
′
r = 0, or
(d) g′ = g′ℓ + g
′
r and b
′ = b′ℓ = b
′
r = 0.
At the root of the decomposition tree we require that
b = g = 0,
because these singles won’t have any opportunity to marry in the future, that
is, with singles outside V(G). The answer to the problem, that is, the minimal
number of married couples is therefore
min
{
|V(G)|− b′ − g′
2
| τ(0, 0,b′, g′) = true
}
.
This shows that the Grundy number for Cameron graphs in this example is
computable in polynomial time. In the following section we discuss the general
case.
4 The Grundy number of Cameron graphs
Let G be a Cameron graph with a black-and-white coloring and let H be the
cograph that results from the Seidel switch of Gwith respect to the set of white
vertices.Notice that wemay assume thatG is connected and that G¯ is connected,
since otherwise G is a cographs and we are done, by Theorem 1 on page 2.
Consider an internal node t of the decomposition tree. We refer to Vt as the
vertices that aremapped to leaves in the subtree rooted at t. The set of black and
white vertices ofVt are denoted asBt andWt. similar as in the example,we store
information of partial colorings of an internal node t in a boolean function
τ(mt,bt,wt,b
′
t,w
′
t).
Here
1. mt is the number of mixed color classes, that is, color classes of G[Vt] that
contain at least one black and one white vertex;
2. bt is the number of color classes that consist of only black vertices, and that
will, presumably, ‘marry’ (unite with white color classes) in the future;
3. wt is the number of color classes that consist of only white vertices and that
will, presumably, marry in the future;
4. b′t is the number of black color classes that will stay forever single, and
5. w′t is the number of white color classes that will stay forever single.
We assume that there is an ordering of these color classes such that the sub-
sets of the colors on G[Bt] and G[Wt] form a first-fit coloring. Consider the case
where the first color classC is ofmixed type. ThenC∩Bt andC∩Wt aremaximal
independent sets in G[Bt] and G[Wt]. Notice that this implies that C is a max-
imal independent set in G (because every internal node of the decomposition
tree is a parallel node or a crossing node).
We discuss the updating procedures. Consider a crossing node t. Let
{ mℓ, bℓ, wℓ, b
′
ℓ, w
′
ℓ } and { mr, br, wr, b
′
r, w
′
r }
be sets of parameters for the left and right child for which τ evaluates as true.
Then, if we denote the set parameters of t bym, b, w, b′ and w′ we have
1. m = mℓ +mr,
2. b = max { bℓ, br },
3. w = max { wℓ, wr },
4. b′ = max { b′ℓ, b
′
r },
5. w′ = max { w′ℓ, w
′
r }.
For the parallel nodes, the updates are similar as in the example of Section 3.
Assume that α black color classes on the left marry to α white color classes on
the right and that β white color classes on the left marry with β black color
classes on the right. Then a necessary condition for the numbers α and β is that
α 6 min { bℓ, wr } and β 6 min { wℓ, br }.
The new parameters become
1. m = mℓ +mr + α+ β,
2. b = bℓ + br − α− β,
3. w = wℓ +wr − α− β,
4. b′ = b′ℓ + b
′
r, and
5. w′ = w′ℓ +w
′
r.
The optimality condition requires that b′ = 0 or that w′ = 0 or that all these
monochromatic color classes are from the same parallel component. That is, we
must have (similar as in the example):
(a) b′ = b′ℓ and g
′ = g′ℓ and b
′
r = g
′
r = 0, or
(b) b′ = b′r and g
′ = g′r and g
′
ℓ = b
′
ℓ = 0, or
(c) b′ = b′ℓ + b
′
r and g
′ = g′ℓ = g
′
r = 0, or
(d) g′ = g′ℓ + g
′
r and b
′ = b′ℓ = b
′
r = 0.
At the root, we are only interested in the sets of parameters with
b = w = 0,
since there is no opportunity for these color classes to marry in the future, and
so, the Grundy number is,
Γ(G) = max { m+ b′ +w′ | τ(m, 0, 0,b′,w′) = true }.
Theorem 4. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that computes theGrundy num-
ber of Cameron graphs.
Proof. We prove first that there is a first-fit coloring with the computed set of
parameters.
Consider a crossing node t. Let parameters for the left and right subtree be
{mℓ, bℓ, wℓ, b
′
ℓ, w
′
ℓ } and {mr, br, wr, b
′
r, w
′
r }. (4)
We may assume that there are partial first-fit colorings for the graphs in the left
and right subtree. The parameter setting for the node t is
(1) m = mℓ +mr;
(2) b = max { bℓ, br };
(3) w = max { wℓ, wr };
(4) b′ = max { b′ℓ, b
′
r };
(5) w′ = max { w′ℓ, w
′
r }.
We claim that that there are colorings for the subgraphs on the left and right that
start with the mixed color classes. We prove that below. Then the claim follows
easily; anymixed color class that starts a coloring on the left or right is amaximal
independent set in G[Vt]. This proves that there exists a coloring for G[Vt] that
starts withmmixed color classes.
Consider removing allmixed color classes. The remaining graphs on the left and
right, induced by the black and white vertices are cographs. By Theorem 1, the
number of monochromatic color classes is equal to the chromatic number of the
respective cographs. For the node t, after removal of the mixed color classes, the
formulas are the formulas that compute the chromatic numbers of the black and
white cographs (which are united, since t is a crossing node; so the formulas are
given by (1) on Page 2).
Consider a parallel node t. Consider colorings for the left and right subgraph
as in Equation (4). By induction, there exist colorings for the left and right sub-
graph that start with the mixed color classes (if any). Consider removing the
mixed color classes and let V ′t be the remaining set of vertices of Vt. Consider
numbers α and β with
α 6 min { bℓ, wr } and β 6 min { wℓ, br }.
Take the first α black color classes of the graph on the left and unite them with
the first α white color classes on the right. This produces α new, mixed color
classes. Notice that these can start a first-fit coloring in graph induced by V ′t.
It is readily checked that we may assume the optimality condition. There can be
no unmarried black and white pair, which are in different parallel components.
Consider a first-fit coloring of G. Consider a node t; by induction we may as-
sume that the coloring induces partial colorings for the left and right subgraph.
That is, the mixed color classes start the coloring on the left and right, and the
monochromatic color classes form a coloring of the cographs, induced by the
black and white vertices, with χ colors. If the node t is crossing, the monochro-
matic color classes need to unite, since otherwise they are not maximal. In case
t is a parallel node, notice that the monochromatic color classes on the left and
right need to bemaximal, otherwise they donot formproper first-fit color classes.
This proves the theorem. ⊓⊔
5 Supplementary information on Grundy colorings
A complete coloring of a graph is a coloring such that for every pair of colors,
there exists an edge whose endpoints’ colors match the colors of the pair. In
other words, the union of no two color classes is an independent set. The max-
imal number of colors in a complete coloring is called the achromatic number
and it is usually denoted as Ψ(G). This coloring owes its name, ‘complete’ col-
oring, to the homomorphism G → Kk, where k = Ψ(G) is the maximal k for
which such a homomorphism exists. Computing the achromatic number is NP-
complete, even for trees and for trivially perfect graphs (which are the graphs
without induced P4 and C4; so they include the cographs). Obviously, we have
χ(G) 6 Γ(G) 6 Ψ(G).
Interestingly, the achromatic number is fixed-parameter tractable, that is, there
exists a constant c and a function f : N→ N such that for eachk ∈ N, the question
whether Ψ(G) > k can be decided in O(f(k) · nc) time. As far as we know, the
question whether the Grundy number is fixed-parameter tractable is open.
Zaker showed that any graph with Γ(G) > k has an induced subgraph with
at most 2k−1 vertices and with Grundy number at least k. This is called a k-
witness. The existence of a k-witness implies that there is an algorithm that runs
in O(n2
k−1
) time to decide if Γ(G) > k.
Zaker shows that computing Γ(G) is NP-complete for co-bipartite graphs.
Obviously, Γ(G) 6 ∆(G)+1.According toHavet and Sampaio, decidingwhether
Γ(G) 6 ∆(G) is NP-complete for bipartite graphs. Deciding if Γ(G) > ∆(G) − k
is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the parameter k. Bonnet et al. show
that the Grundy number is fixed-parameter tractable for chordal graphs, claw-
free graphs and graphs excluding a fixed minor.
For cographs, Γ(G) = χ(G). Zaker showed that deciding whether Γ(G) =
χ(G) is co-NP-complete. Tang et al. mention the following conjecture by Zaker,
which we repeat here because we think it is interesting (apparently, Zaker did
not publish this conjecture).
Conjecture 1. If G is C4-free then Γ(G) > δ(G) + 1, where δ(G) is the minimal
degree of G.
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